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Abstract: Vietnam is widely considered as an energy-intensive economy. Renewable energy in-
tegration has been set as an important goal in the country’s revised Power Development Plan 7
(PDP7). This study first conducted a generation adequacy assessment using the basic probabilistic
modeling approach to evaluate how the generation fleet, as foreseen in the PDP7, can meet the
demand, despite the fast-changing renewable energy sources (RES) generation. The adequacy of the
generation was measured using the Loss of Load Expectation (LOLE, expressed in hours) index. The
study then conducted in-depth interviews with key stakeholders to identify and propose efficient
strategic approach and policy implementations for integration of RES into the current power system
in Vietnam. The results suggested that three major pillars should be considered to ensure the success
of RES integration: strategic objectives, structural reforms and system transformation.

Keywords: renewable energy integration; generation adequacy assessment; probabilistic modeling
approach; strategic approach; power sector; Vietnam

1. Introduction

Vietnam is widely considered as an energy-intensive economy [1]. Given that eco-
nomic growth needs to harmonize with sustainable development (MOIT and DEA, 2017),
Vietnam has revised its Power Development Plan 7 (hereinafter referred to as PDP7) that
prioritizes renewable energy sources (RES) in electricity production [2]. Specifically, the
revised PDP7 sets the RES targets for electricity production and power generation installed
capacity of above 10% and 21%, respectively, by 2030 (Decision No: 428/QD-TTg, 2016).

In the electricity market, the power generated by electricity generation firms must
always balance the power load because of the limitation of electrical storage capacities [3]. It
is generally easier for traditional power generation firms to control and adjust for different
load demands than for RES generation firms to do so, given the dependent of RES on
weather situations. Thus, when the proportion of electricity generated from RES increases
in the energy system, generation adequacy assessment that helps to find the reliable energy
supply during peak times with very high load demand becomes significantly essential.
There has been increasing research interest on generation adequacy assessment when
integrating RES in the power system [3–5].

Previous studies examine generation adequacy assessment from different points of
view. Several researchers use an analytical approach [6] and simulation approach [7] with
various indices based on uncertain input variables and different procedures to assess gen-
eration adequacy. Furthermore, some studies investigate the influences of energy storage
system on generation adequacy [8,9], while others investigate the impact of demand re-
sponse programs [10,11]. The combination of energy storage system and demand response
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is also used [12]. Notably, those studies were purely technical approaches that aimed to
examine power systems’ reliability. Nevertheless, in the interests of renewable energy
integration, a strategic approach that includes suggested policies and plans to efficiently
integrate RES have to be considered besides the pure technical characteristics [13–15].

In fact, the integration of RES into the power systems have attracted many researchers
who investigated different aspects, from technical to strategic, policy or economic views.
However, studies that investigate the generation adequacy assessment and strategic ap-
proach for integrating RES are still limited. Hence, this study aims to fill the aforementioned
gap by not only focusing on generation adequacy assessment, but also by providing a strate-
gic approach to integrating RES into Vietnam’s power system. To support the development
of the renewable energy sector, the study’s objectives are to:

(i) conduct a generation adequacy assessment to evaluate how the generation fleet, as
foreseen in the PDP7, can meet the demand, despite the fast-changing RES generation;

(ii) isuggest strategic approach and policy implementations for effective integration of
RES into the current power system in Vietnam.

After this introduction, the following part of the research highlights the development
of renewable energy in Vietnam. The research methodology is described in the third
part and it is followed by the research’s results. The fifth part presents discussions and
policy implications for integrating RES into Vietnam power system. Finally, the sixth part
highlights conclusions and future research.

2. The Development of Renewable Energy in Vietnam

The current strategy of Vietnam’s renewable energy development is demonstrated in
Decision 2068/QÐ-TTg, which approved the Renewable Energy Development Strategy
of Vietnam to 2030 with a vision to 2050. Importantly, renewable energies development
will be harmonized with the goals of economic, social and environment development.
Specifically, Vietnam will expand its renewable energies not only on the scale and the share
in total primary energy supplies, but also to rural and remote areas for better utilization of
resources in efficient and eco-friendly manners. Furthermore, the development of Vietnam
renewable energies is also established upon the links of the country’s socio-economic
development and needs of the country’s resources and energy [16].

To date, there are 110 renewable energy plants (excluding small hydroelectric plants) in
operation in Vietnam’s power system; thus, the total installed capacity of RES is 5392 MW,
accounting for approximately 9.7% of installed capacity of the whole system, of which
there are 91 solar, 10 wind and 9 biomass generation companies, with the sum of capacities
of 4695 MW (8.4% of installed capacity), 377 MW (0.7% of installed capacity) and 320 MW
(0.6% of installed capacity), respectively [17].

Regarding small hydroelectric plants, as of November 2019, there are 378 factories
with the sum of installed capacity is 3959 MW in the whole national power system, of
which 216 plants are located in the north, 130 factories in central Vietnam and 32 factories in
the south, with the sum of capacities of 2200 MW, 1470 MW and 289 MW, respectively [17].

According to a recent report of the National Power Development Steering Committee,
the total capacity of solar and wind power is expected to reach to 14,450 MW and 6030
MW by 2025 and to 20,050 MW and 10,090 MW by 2030, respectively [16]. Thus, by 2025,
the total electricity from wind and solar power will reach 36 billion kWh (about 2.6 times
higher than the target in the Renewable Energy Development Strategy), while small hydro
and renewable energy will make up 25.5% of the sum of capacity (nearly 13% higher than
the adjusted PDP7) [16].

RESs are connected to high density in some areas, causing local overload for 4110 kV
transmission lines in three provinces of Ninh Thuan, Binh Thuan, An Giang, including
(i) Ninh Thuan—Thap Cham, (ii) Solar PV Ecoseido—Phan Ri, (iii) PV Phan Lam—Dai
Ninh, (iv) Chau Doc—Tinh Bien. These 110 kV lines are all connected to the national
power system and linked to 220 kV and 500 kV lines. Therefore, there are 25 related
renewable energy plants involved regularly cutting capacity to avoid overloading the grid.
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The reduction rate of production is estimated to be about 43% of the actual output. It
is expected that the overload situation will significantly spread along with the progress
of putting the renewable energy power plants that have been contracted for electricity
purchase and sale into operation.

There are also overload issues with the 220 kV lines in areas with many RESs in the
South-Central Coast region like Ninh Thuan and Binh Thuan provinces (e.g., the 220 kV
Da Nhim—Duc Trong—Di Linh, DMZ, the 220 kV thermal power station Hong Phong
1—Phan Thiet, the 220 kV transmission line Quy Nhon—Tuy Hoa, the 220 kV transmission
line Phu My—Quang Ngai, the 220 kV transmission line Quang Ngai—Doc Soi and the
500 kV transformer Dak Nong). If all of the current RESs are at maximum capacity, the
grid will be severely overloaded, with overload rate from 105% to 140% [16]. The increase
in proportion to RES sources causes new difficulties and challenges in the power system.
Figure 1 illustrates part of the 220 kV and 500 kV transmission system in two provinces of
Ninh Thuan and Binh Thuan.

Figure 1. Part of 220 kV and 500 kV transmission system in Ninh Thuan and Binh Thuan province.

As can be seen in Figure 1, the 220 kV Da Nhim—Duc Trong—Di Linh transmission
line (highlighted on the map) is connected with the 220 kV Thap Tram—Phan Ri—Phan
Thiet transmission line. They collectively help to transmit traditional hydro power sources
and RES generated in Ninh Thuan and Binh Thuan provinces to load centers (in Ho Chi
Minh city and some industrial zones in the southeast region) collecting from local 110 kV
lines (not shown on the map) which are connected to various RES in the region. With the
recent massive development of solar and wind power projects in Ninh Thuan and Binh
Thuan provinces, those above-mentioned 110 kV and 220 kV lines have got overloaded
during peak hours. To solve this congestion problem, a series of 110 kV, 220 kV and even
500 kV transmission lines have been added to the grid development master plan and are
urgently under construction.

Unlike the electrical systems in European countries (that are linked together through
one-way or alternating lines capable of transmitting large, easily supporting each other’s
capacity), Vietnamese electricity system is an independent system, which separates from
other countries in the region (deadly linked with Laos; Cambodia is unable to support
capacity; China’s power receiving area operates independently). It is leading to poor
flexibility in operation, that might cause negative economic and technical impacts.
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3. Research Method

The mix method that combines both quantitative and qualitative is utilized in this
research. First, the quantitative method that bases on the basic probabilistic modeling
approach is used for generation adequacy assessment. Second, the qualitative method that
bases on face-to-face interviews is used for developing strategic approach to efficiently
integrate RES to the current power system and for providing policy implementations for
Vietnam’s renewable energy development.

3.1. Method for Assessment of Generation Adequacy

In order to evaluate how the generation fleet, as foreseen in the PDP7 of Vietnam,
is able to meet demand, despite the fast-changing RES generation, the adequacy of the
generation is measured using the loss of load expectation (i.e., LOLE, expressed in hours)
index. This index can be compared with international standards (the LOLE should be less
than ~3 h, according to usual standards) [3].

The basic probabilistic modeling approach is used to assess generation adequacy [5].
Of which, the generation and load models are transformed to a suitable reliability model.
In this model, risk of having less generation capacity than the load is under the first
consideration. Nevertheless, there are three steps for assessing generation adequacy:
(1) build an appropriate load model; (2) establish a generation capacity model upon on
the characteristics of operating and generating divisions; (3) incorporate a load model
and generation capacity model to acquire a reliability model, which helps to evaluate the
generation adequacy fleet to cover demand. From the reliability model, derive reliability
metrics and compare them with acceptance criteria, when available.

In order to measure the reliability indices, Monte Carlo simulation is utilized. Accord-
ing to Billinton and Li [7], Monte Carlo simulation can be used as an effective method to
represent outages by selecting the available generation in each hour based on drawing
from the probability distribution that describes its availability. It has been widely used in
the solution of real engineering problems in many fields [18]. Hence, to the best of our
knowledge, Monte Carlo simulation it is an appropriate choice for this research. Monte
Carlo simulation is an analytical method that describes the system as analytical models
and uses mathematical solutions to assess these models’ indices by simulating the actual
and random process of the system, considering all issues based on sets of experiments. The
indices of reliability represent the generation plants’ capability in respond to the demand
of the system. The huge computational attempt needed to examine a series of system
situations becomes the substantive challenge of Monte Carlo simulation, since each of
systems situation identified by its own intrinsic probabilities [19].

3.1.1. Representation of the Load—The Load Model

Load is the total demand to be covered by the Vietnamese generation fleet: Vietnam’s
inland demand, including the losses to transmit energy, plus the export to foreign countries
(e.g., Cambodia), minus the import from abroad (e.g., China). The load in the electrical
system for any given period of time is a random process. Hence, it is difficult to represent
it by a single formula.

In this methodology, hourly load values (365 days× 24 h = 8760 values) during several
past years are used to build a statistically representative load distribution function.

Load can vary from one year to another (e.g., demographic growth, economic growth,
electrification). In this research, we establish the curve of yearly load distribution based on
hereinafter procedure:

(1) Use of historical hourly data of Vietnamese gross demand year: 1 time series of 8760
hourly values Recommended N > 5 years: Total = N × 8760 hourly values
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(2) Building of a yearly distribution curve for national demand Step 1—Normalization:
for each time series n out of N, divide each hourly value Li,n i = 1, . . . , 8760) by the
peak value of the time series

Lnorm
i,n =

Li,n

Maxj=1...8760(Lj,n)
(i = 1 . . . 8760; n = 1 . . . N) (1)

Step 2—Average load curve: made of 8760 values which are average of the N associ-
ated normalized values

Laverage
i = Averagen=1...N

(
Lnorm

i,n
)
(i = 1, . . . , 8760) (2)

Step 3—Rescaling: multiply the average load curve in 2nd step with the peak load of
the year under study (i.e., 2025 or 2030)

L∗i = Laverage
i x peak (i = 1 . . . 8760) (3)

This process can be achieved using Excel, resulting in a load probability function L:

Lk = P(lk − 1 < Z < lk) (4)

where the Lk 1, . . . , L discretize the interval of possible load values.
Peak demand, as foreseen in the PDP7, increases significantly until 2025 and 2030. In

this research, the yearly load pattern has been estimated as the average load pattern in
2016–2020, multiplied by the foreseen peak demand associated to that year that is provided
by EVN [16]. By doing so, the shape of the load pattern is kept the same in 2025 or 2030, as
an average for the period 2016–2020.

3.1.2. Including Hydro and RES Generation in the Analysis—Residual Load and
Capacity Credit

Renewable generation is strongly dependent on weather conditions. The level of
RES generation varies depending on the hour of the day (e.g., no solar generation during
the night) and depending on the seasons (winter is often windier and less sunny) [20].
Electric demand also varies depending on the hour of the day (e.g., economic activities
during the day) and the season (e.g., less economic activity or more air conditioning during
the summer) [21]. There is, therefore, a correlation between load and RES generation,
which needs to be kept during the analysis. Renewable generation and load should not be
considered independent variables. In this context, it is proposed to use hourly time series
of generating wind and solar power in past years. These time series are rescaled according
to the planned RES installed capacity (in 2025 or 2030) and subtracted from the hourly time
series of load. The same approach is proposed for hydropower. It is dispatched according
to the season to cover the load more efficiently. Historical hourly time series of total hydro
generation will be deducted from the load time series. In this approach, it is assumed
that hydro generation will be dispatched in the same way in the future as in the past. On
the one hand, this assumption makes sense since hydro generation is zero marginal cost
and will be used, as today, to cover demand at least cost, provided the hydro constraints
(level of reservoirs or rivers). On the other hand, RES integration is zero marginal cost
but cannot be dispatched. It will often get the priority of dispatch and hydro generation
sometimes will be displaced accordingly to other moments in the years. This displacement
would require a full dedicated study with a specific methodology and is out of scope
of this study. In general terms, it is assumed that the hydro generation dispatch will be
optimized in the same way as today to cover peak moments, which are the most relevant
of the adequacy assessment.

The yearly variation of renewable, solar, wind or bio and hydropower is considered
based on historical time series that is provided by Vietnam Electricity (EVN). As for wind
energy, a yearly profile has been derived as the average of the power output of existing
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wind farms (Bac Lieu, Tuy Phong, Huong Linh, Phú Lạc). As for solar energy, the profile
has been built on the basis of the historical output of the Phuoc Thai plant. As for biomass,
the power plant Bourbon Biomass has been used to elaborate a yearly profile. As for
wind energy, the adequacy assessment has been achieved using the same wind profile for
the whole country. Since the wind conditions are not the same in the whole country, a
sensitivity has been carried out where the country has been split in three zones (South,
Centre and North), with their respective yearly generation profile, corresponding to the
wind conditions as provided by EVN. The wind speed values are translated into generated
power using the IEC 61400-1 standard generation curves in function of the wind speed
(average of wind turbine classes 1, 2 or 3) [22] (Table 1). Losses in the wind farms are
estimated at 12% in average, according to [23] (Table 2).

Table 1. Power curve in the function of the wind speed.

Speed IEC1 IEC2 IEC3 Average Losses Final

0 0 0 0 0 0.12 0

1 0 0 0 0 0.12 0

2 0 0 0 0 0.12 0

3 0.0043 0.0052 0.0054 0.004967 0.12 0.004371

4 0.0323 0.0423 0.053 0.042533 0.12 0.037429

5 0.0771 0.1031 0.1351 0.1051 0.12 0.092488

6 0.1426 0.1909 0.2508 0.194767 0.12 0.171395

7 0.2329 0.3127 0.4033 0.3163 0.12 0.278344

8 0.3528 0.4731 0.5952 0.4737 0.12 0.416856

9 0.5024 0.6693 0.7849 0.6522 0.12 0.573936

10 0.6732 0.8554 0.9178 0.815467 0.12 0.717611

11 0.8287 0.9641 0.9796 0.924133 0.12 0.813237

12 0.9264 0.9942 1 0.973533 0.12 0.856709

13 0.9774 0.9944 1 0.992267 0.12 0.873195

14 0.9946 1 1 0.9982 0.12 0.787416

15 0.999 1 1 0.999667 0.12 0.879707

16 0.9999 1 1 0.999967 0.12 0.879971

17 1 1 1 1 0.12 0.88

18 1 1 1 1 0.12 0.88

100 1 1 1 1 0.12 0.88
Source: Authors’ analysis based on [22].

Table 2. Unavailability of the generation fleet, depending on the root cause [23].

Range Average Description

Wake Effects 0–10% 5%

Electrical losses 1.5–2.5% 2% Collector and substation

Turbine performance 1–3% 2% Actual operating conditions in
comparison with generic conditions

Environmental losses 1–5% 3% Soiling, erosion, exposure over time

Total in average 12%
Source: Authors’ analysis based on [23].
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In the next sections, the load model needs to be understood as the actual load, from
which solar, wind and hydro generation is subtracted, i.e., the residual load. By considering
both load and residual load duration curves, we can assess the level of RES replacement
capacity through examining the gap between the peak and the peak residual demand [24].
This assessment is rooted in the capacity credit concept, which can be understood as
the additional load which can be covered in a system with the same level of reliability,
thanks to the introduction of RES generation. In a deterministic approach, where the
target reliability level is set as the absolute coverage of the load at peak time, the capacity
credit is the peak demand less the peak residual demand, expressed as a percentage of
the variable renewables installed. The capacity factor is used to integrate the volatility
of RES in assessing adequacy in a deterministic approach [16]. For example, if 10 GW of
wind power plants are installed in a region and their capacity credit is 10%, then there will
be a reduction of 1 GW in the amount of other plants required, compared to a situation
with no wind capacity. More advanced target reliability level is defined in terms of LOLE.
According to this definition and the data provided for Vietnam, the capacity factor of solar
and wind energy in Vietnam are 20% and 65%, respectively.

3.1.3. Representation of the Conventional Generation: The Generation Model

For each unit i with its installed capacity (Ci), a two-state model is proposed [18].
Of which, the unit unavailability (Ui) represents the probability of failure and it can be
calculated based on the rate of unit failure rate (λi) and the rate of repair (µi ) as:

Ui =
λi

µi + λi
(5)

where Ui = unit unavailability of unit i; λi = unit failure of unit i; µi = unit repair rate of unit i

FORi =
Forced outage hours

In− service hours + Forced outage hours

FOR is shorted for “forced outage rate”, with the meaning as same as unit unavail-
ability and it is measured based on a long time period (e.g., 365 days). Specifically, in this
research, we focus on the forced outage rates, but not for planned outage rates, that relates
to maintenance. Adequacy studies assesses the capability of the generation fleet to cover
demand, considering load and varying renewable generation. It is assumed that mainte-
nance will be planned to maximize the availability of the generation fleet in demanding or
stressed situations. In the two-state model (i.e., Bernoulli model), the probability that plan
i, generates outputs Xi = Xk is given by the following:

Gi,k = P(Xi = Xk) =

{
1−Ui if Xk−1 = Ci

Ui if Xk 6= Ci

}
(6)

In order to measure the total power generation of the system, we then establish a
capacity model by connecting the capacity and each of unit i’s availability. In this model,
each generating division is denoted by its nominal capacity (Ci) and its unavailability,
(FORi or Ui ).

Two situations in the two-state model are either “on outage” or “in operation”. As-
sumed that in the power system, there are n electricity manufacturers, it is expected to have
2n dissimilar capacity situations. We can calculate the probability of cumulative situation
by summing up the total probability of each individual situation.

Gk = P

(
gk−1 ≤

N

∑
i=1

Xi ≤ gk

)
(7)

where the gk, k = 1, . . . , G discretize the interval of possible total generation capacity [MW].
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There is no direct analytical method to evaluate this distribution, hence, Monte–Carlo
simulation is proposed in several steps [19]: (1) Outages are drawn randomly for each
power plant i, based its outage probability Ui; (2) At each draw, the available generation
capacity is counted over the whole fleet; (3) The draw is repeated a very large number
of times; (4) Statistical distribution of the counted available generation capacities over
the whole set of draws are evaluated; they are the required distribution of available
generation. The adequacy of the generation fleet in 2025 and 2030 is tested relative to
possible unavailability of power plants.

Three cases are considered: (i) Unavailability associated to forced outages, meaning
following the incident of power plants; (ii) Unavailability associated to forced outages
or minor planned outages (i.e., minor maintenance) of power plants; (iii) Unavailability
associated to forced outages, minor or major planned outages of power plants.

This approach enables to visualize the respective effect of forced and planned outages
on the reliability of the generation fleet. The associated values have been supported by the
National Load and Dispatch Centre (NLDC) and presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Unavailability of generation fleet, depending on the scenario.

Forced Outages
Rate

Minor
Maintenances/Year Durations (Days) Minor Planned

Outage Rate [p.u]
Availability

(Forced + Minor)

Coal 10% 2.3333 23.3333 6.39% 83.61%

CCGT 5% 1.6667 25 6.85% 88.15%

Major
Maintenances/Year Durations (Days) Major Planned

Outage Rate [p.u]
Availability

(Forced + Minor)

Coal 0.333 25 6.85% 76.76%

CCGT 0.333 20 5.48% 82.67%

Where not available, the following standard forced outage rates are used [25] (Table 4).

Table 4. Default forced outage-related unavailability of the generation fleet by production type.

Type Fraction of Yearly Hours

Combined Cycle 5.5%

Coal 6.6%

Combustion turbine 3.6%

Hydro 3.6%

Waste 6.6%

Other steam 7.1%

Biomass 6.6%

Geothermal 6.6%

Intermittent (Wind, PV, etc.) 3.6%

3.1.4. Reliability Indices

The power generation system’s reliability indices (i.e., LOLP—Loss of Load Probability,
LOLE—Loss of Load Expectation, LOEP—Loss of Energy Probability, LOEE—Loss of
Energy Expectation, EENS—Expected Energy Not Served, LOLF—Loss of Load Frequency,
LOLD—Loss of Load Duration) are utilized to evaluate the power generation system’s
reliability [5,25]. Most of them are random variable’s expected values.

Loss of load occurs when the system load exceeds the generating capacity available
for use. Loss of Load Probability (LOLP) is a projected value of how much time, in the
long run, the load on a power system is expected to be greater than the capacity of the
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available generating resources. It is defined as the probability of the system load exceeding
the available generating capacity [5].

LOLP can be evaluated using the following relation:

LOLP =
G

∑
j=1

Gj × P
(

L > Gj ) =
G

∑
j=1

Gj × tj

100
(8)

where tj is the percentage of time where the load is greater than Gj.
If the total amount of reserves is greater than capacity outage, loss of load will not be

a problem. In the contrast, the risk will be as pj × tj. Notably, in the real situations, LOLE
indicator is frequently utilized than LOLP indicator. Both of them are interconnected as:

LOLE = LOLP × 8760 h (9)

Normally, LOLP is used as generation capacity planning’s reliability indicator. It’s
better to obtain LOLP of less than 01 day in 10 years or the amount of accumulated shortage
time is less than 0.0274% of a day [4].

Another method to evaluate power generation reliability is utilizing the indicator of
LOEP. Of which, we calculate the ratio of EENS and total power demand (E) during long
period of observation (i.e., yearly):

LOEP =
G

∑
k=1

Ek × pk
E

(10)

where E = ∑L
i=1 li × Li × 8760 is the yearly total energy demand [MWh]

Ek is the energy not supplied due to a capacity outage Ok
pk is the probability of the capacity outage Ok
E is the total energy demand during the period of study

Ek =
L

∑
i=1

li × (Li − Gk) × 8760 (11)

is the yearly total energy demand [MWh].
The achieved value represents a unit of MWh/year, that is denoted as LOEE.
In order to calculate all these probabilities of generation system, Monte Carlo sim-

ulation and probabilistic modelling with Oracle Crystal Ball was utilized. Crystal Ball,
which is an add-on for Microsoft Excel, is a helpful tool to create probabilistic models in
Excel with Monte Carlo simulations without having to use more complicated statistical
and mathematical platforms.

3.2. Method for Exploring Strategic Approach to Integrating RES into the Power System

To explore strategic approach to integrating RES into Vietnam’s power system, in
depth interviews with respondents at different levels (government policymakers, provincial
authorities, CEOs/managers of electrical generation, transmission, distribution firms) are
conducted. The objective of these interviews is to detect varying perspectives of renewables
policy and strategic approach to efficiently incorporating RES to Vietnam’s power system.
Semi-structured interviews that are guided by a topic list based on required energy policies,
structural reforms and system transformation are collected consistently across the whole
sample. From 17 November to 23 December 2020, a total of 25 interviews (Table 5) were
conducted, lasting from 45 min to 1 h for each. The interviewees’ profiles are indicated
in Table 5.
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Table 5. Profiles of interviewees.

Interviewee’s Organizations/Code Frequency Percentage

The National Power Transmission Corporation (A1→ A3) 3 12%

National Load and Dispatch Centre (NLDC) (B1→ B3) 3 12%

Power Generation Corporations (C1→ C3) 3 12%

Vietnam Electricity (EVN) (D1→ D3) 3 12%

Renewable Energy Plants (E1→ E5) 5 20%

Ministry of Industry and Trade’s officers (F1→ F3) 3 12%

Provincial Departments of Industry and Trade’s officers (G1→ G5) 5 20%

Total 25 100%

Criteria for choosing an interviewee for the research included his/her expertise in
electric field, especially in renewables field and knowledge of the regulations and energy
policies. During strategic approach discussion, attention was paid on the policy maker
and manager’s perception of strategic approach to efficiently integrate RES to Vietnam
power system.

The interview data are analyzed by themes and thematic topics allow considerations
to different opinions and perceptions to be identified in how RES is integrated to power
system. These themes reflect the respondents’ thoughts of strategic approach to efficiently
integrate RES to Vietnam power system. Codes are assigned and memos are utilized to
match interviewees’ stories.

4. Results
4.1. Impact on the Ability of the Generation Fleet to Cover Demand

The power demand in Vietnam increases until 2025. Investment in thermal gener-
ation is made, but not enough to cover the demand. As indicated in Figure 2, the total
thermal generation—the orange line—is lower than total demand—the blue line—with
some probability.

Figure 2. Residual load, total load and available thermal generation in 2025—probability density function.
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Thanks to hydropower and the introduction of renewable energy, the residual load—
the grey line—to be covered by the thermal generation is significantly lower. If we consider
that minor or major planned outages (i.e., maintenance) cannot be scheduled when the
residual load is not too high; only forced outages can jeopardize security of supply during
peak residual load moments. Figure 3 illustrates that the situation is absolutely safe in
these conditions. The LOLP is equal to zero and LOLE is 0.00037 h.

Figure 3. Residual load, total load and available thermal generation in 2025 with minor maintenance—probability
density function.

If minor planned maintenances need to be scheduled during high residual load
moments, then the available generation decreases. The available thermal generation is not
enough to cover the residual load in all circumstances. The LOLP is equal to 0.00025 and
the LOLE is 2.2 h. In these conditions, the reliability level of the generation fleet meets the
usual standards and the situation may be considered as being safe. The situation becomes
worsen if major maintenance needs to be scheduled during high residual load moments.
The major maintenance is significantly longer than minor interventions; the exposure to
a power plant outage jeopardizing the security of supply increases accordingly. This is
reflected in Figure 4.

If major maintenance happens during stressful situations, the LOLP is equal to 0.00669
and the LOLE is 58.57 h. The usual reliability standards are not met and the security of
supply in endangered. The conclusion does not change if the wind generation profiles are
defined per region (South, Centre and North). In this situation, the sensitivity analysis
represents that the LOLP is equal to 0.00681 and the LOLE is 59.61 h (Figure 5). Wind
penetration is low in this scenario.

In 2030, peak demand has increased again and the share of RES becomes important in
the whole generation mix. The demand increase is covered more by the renewable than the
thermal generation.

If the minor and major planned outages are not scheduled when residual demand is
high, the LOLP is equal to 0.00048 and the LOLE is 4.2 h. This is very close to meeting the
highest reliability standards (i.e., 3 h) and the situation appears to be quite acceptable. Due
to minor maintenances scheduled during the peak moments, the LOLP increases to 0.01155
and the LOLE is 101.2 h. The electricity system’s adequacy is not secured and the security
of supply is jeopardized (Figure 6).
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Figure 4. Residual load, total load and available thermal generation in 2025 with minor and major maintenance—probability
density function.

Figure 5. Residual load, total load and available thermal generation in 2030—probability density function.
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Figure 6. Residual load, total load and available thermal generation in 2030—probability density function.

The situation worsens when major maintenance is considered: the LOLP increases to
0.06711 and the LOLE is 587.91 h. This means that the security of supply will not be secured
during 24 days in 2030 if major maintenance needs to be scheduled during residual demand
peak moments. If the regional wind generation profiles are used, the LOLP changes to
0.07759 and the LOLE is 679.65 h (Figure 7). The effect of these profiles is higher in 2030
than 2025 because the integration of wind generation is higher in the 2030 case.

Figure 7. Residual load, total load and available thermal generation in 2030—probability density function.

4.2. Strategic Approach to Integrating RES in Vietnam Power System

In the interests of RES integration, a strategic approach based on required energy
policies, structural reforms and system transformation must be considered besides the
pure assessment of generation adequacy. Results from interviews show that three (3) major
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pillars should be considered to ensure the success of affordable RES integration as strategic
targets, structural reforms and system transformation (Table 6).

Table 6. Results of the interviews.

Themes/Areas of Findings Sub-Themes Basic Characteristics Frequency

Strategic objectives Energy policies Policies ensure that long term
objective are met 25

Structural reforms
Energy market reforms Reforms pave the way for RES

implementation

23

Finance and business models 19

System transformation

Grid access and infrastructure
System evolves with

increasing RES penetration

25

Network operations 22

Market design and flexibility 20

4.2.1. Theme 1. Strategic Objectives

Regarding expectations for the need of strategic objectives for integrating RES into
the power system and government actions’ timeline, all of respondents expressed their
overwhelmingly support for the government’s efforts to design policy that supports
RES integration.

“Vietnam has issued several policies to promote RES like national energy de-
velopment strategy to 2030 with a vision to 2050, supporting mechanism (FiT)
for Solar PV projects, the preparation of appropriate regulations, appraisal and
approval of the plan of biomass energy development . . . To ensure to reach to
the long-term objectives of RES, those policies are substantive important”—C2.

According to many respondents, policies ensuring that long-term objectives are met
and a clear vision on RES penetration targets are key to RES integration. The importance of
learning from successful cases is also highlighted.

“Germany is recognized worldwide as an early adopter and visionary leader
with its commitment to transit the country to a sustainable economy, of which
RES and energy efficiency are priority for development. Vietnam should learn
how to set up strategic targets like Germany to successfully integrate RES into its
power system”—F3.

“An inspiring country in terms of strategic targets is Denmark with its commit-
ment to go 100% RES by 2050 while many other countries have the same targets.
As a prerequisite, the company targets and policies should be designed with a
view on the development of the country goals”—A3.

It is notable that once the regional goals are set, they can be aligned at the national
level with careful considerations of local constraints such as investment costs and resource
availability (i.e., spatial planning caused by solar irradiation and wind speed). Several
respondents concentrated on a connection between the strategic targets and effective energy
policies at different levels. This is exemplified by the following excerpt:

“We understand that to be integrated in Vietnam power system, we have to estab-
lish our firm’s objectives and policies towards the national renewable energy’s
strategy. We need clear and supportive policies and targets for renewable energy
from government”—E4.

4.2.2. Theme 2. Structural Reforms

Attracting investors is also crucial to RES integration. In this regard, market open-
ings and reforms are key to attracting investors to invest in RES. Notably, 23 out of the
25 respondents highlight the role of energy market reform in integrating RES in Vietnam
power system:
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“Because Vietnam hopes to establish a reliable and affordable energy supply
environment for its all citizens and businesses, it is necessary to reforms the
power market. The key behind a successful energy market reform is to allow
more flexibility into the system, for instance the opening of the market as well as
an efficient cooperation from all market actors”—B2.

“Even though RES depends on the weather, the whole electricity system must be
sufficiently produced to satisfy consumers’ demands and the power grid must
be stable. Today’s electricity market, as seen in the countries that have heavily
integrate RES, differs fundamentally from their market five years ago. Therefore,
reforming electricity market should be priority when integrating RES into the
system”—G5.

There are several ways to add flexibility into electricity market, as shown in comments
from respondents: “ . . . incentivizing independent power producers to move from the
single buyer model to wholesale competition”—A2.

“Consumers should be motivated to actively join in the electricity market by
being offered the real time prices upon on their consumptions. It could be done
through efficient power purchase agreements, that might attract investments in
RES as well as conventional power generation”—F1.

“EVN should pay attention to flexible trading: regarding efficient integration of
RES to the power system, all electricity generation plants, transmission companies
and electricity traders should be able to purchase power as real time prices, so that
it is easier to predict the expected capacity of solar, wind or biomass energy”—G1.

“We think that EVN should eliminate regulating electricity prices on its only side
with inefficient supports for others because it will distort all characteristics of the
electricity market. Not only investors but also customers will not be able to catch
up with the market as power prices do not present the real costs”—C2.

“I believe that all electricity investments should be driven by markets. It will
help investors get right signals of time and where to invest”—D3.

At the same time, finance and business models are also stressed as significant elements
of structural reform.

“Commercial banks are the main source of debt finance for RES followed by
private banks and lenders. Besides the opening of the market, the investors
payments can be determined by RES incentive schemes. Thus, it is necessary to
consider finance model”—A2.

“RES generators need to be able to compete equally to conventional electricity
generators to attract investors. Furthermore, an appropriate and efficient business
model could be invested when investors decide to participate in electricity market
in general and in RES in particular ”—G4.

It should be noted that inadequate access to information on the Vietnamese economy
may act as an important obstacle for potential foreign investors to the RES field. Hence,
structural reforms related to market reforms and finance and business models pave the
way for RES implementation.

4.2.3. Theme 3. System Transformation

All of the interviewees agreed that the recent power system is facing new challenges
and, thus, has to be transformed in terms of infrastructure, system operations and new
market design.

Grid connection of RES is the first contact between the grid operator and the power
plant operator and experiences show that this is where most of the barriers occur. The role
of grid access and infrastructure is confirmed by many interviewees, such as:
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“To overcome the grid overload in Ninh Thuan and Binh Thuan area, EVN and
its subsidiaries have made great efforts in investing in power grids’ construction,
that serve to release the capacity of RES. Meeting the requirements of the release
of RES, especially speeding up the construction investment progress of power
transmission grid projects, is the priority of EVN recently”—D2.

“Denmark and Germany provide positive conditions for grid connection, that
make lead-time in the grid connection process shorter. Other countries in Eastern
and South-eastern Europe provide negative conditions, that actually hamper the
grid connection of RES. Thus, grid connection of RES is the first thing for contact
system transformation”—F1.

Furthermore, enhanced methods for RES generation forecasts are playing a pivotal
role in dealing with the operational complexity of intermittent infeed. As a next step to
controlling the infeed of RES, network operations that include renewable control centers can
act as coordinators between system operators and generators. Respondents revealed that:

“Compared to grid connection there are fewer barriers to a secure grid oper-
ation of RES. Volatile RES like wind and solar power cause problems for the
grid operation but only with high level of penetration. It is expected that the
network operations that include renewable control centers will gain importance
in future”—B1.

Smart and sustainable market design is needed to adequately remunerate the required
investment and to set an economically rational standard for reliability by enabling system
flexibility through demand side management, storage and cross-border capacity exchanges:

“RES can fully participate in synchronization with demand. A crucial point is
efficient DSO-TSO collaboration to best manage distributed RES generation as
well as close-to-real time operation to cover forecasting deviation and mitigate
unbalances. Hence, smart and sustainable market design needs to be included in
strategic approach for integrating RES”—G1.

It is noted that RES could provide a high level of flexibility as explains of interviewees:

“Indeed, RES can be used as resources for solving congestion during the planning
phase and resources for the primary power reserve”—E3.

“RES can be used as resources for the secondary and tertiary power reserve and
resources for balancing”—G2.

“RES can be used as reactive power reserve for voltage regulation, active power
reserve for frequency regulation, island operation of part of the network, demand
response and load rejection, and participation in the recovery of the electricity
system”—F1.

These ancillary services can be offered both during normal operation and in emergency
situations and can also be offered to address local problems as well as global problems.

5. Discussions and Policy Implications

The study first assessed the adequacy of Vietnam’s generation fleet to cover demand in
2025 and 2030. A probabilistic approach was used to assess the reliability of the generation
fleet, including an increasing share of renewable energy.

The results summarized in Table 7 show that, without considering any grid constraint,
the security of supply of the Vietnamese generation fleet is not jeopardized in 2025 or 2030
if maintenance is not scheduled during moments where the residual load is high.
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Table 7. Adequacy assessment of the Vietnam power system in 2025 and 2030.

Scenario 2025 2030

Only forces outages (Scenario 1) LOLP: 0
LOLE: 0.00037

LOLP: 0.0048
LOLE: 4.2

Forced outages and minor maintenance (Scenario 2) LOLP: 0.00025
LOLE: 2.2

LOLP: 0
LOLE: 101.204

Forced outages, minor and major maintenance (Scenario 3) LOLP: 0.00669
LOLE: 58.59

LOLP: 0.06711
LOLE: 587.91

Sensibility with 3 zones for wind profiles (North, Centre and South) (Scenario 4) LOLP: 0.00691
LOLE: 59.61

LOLP: 0.07759
LOLE: 679.65

Planning minor maintenance during these moments is still possible in 2025, but not in
2030. In both time horizons, no major maintenance should be programed during residual
demand peak periods. The completion of the assessment of generation adequacy has
enabled to highlight the following policy implications:

First, the study has shown how scheduling minor of major maintenance during peak
moments can affect the security of supply. It is recommended to anticipate this phenomenon
and identify a maintenance strategy for the generation fleet, considering periods where
maintenance is not recommended and where maintenance is safe for the security of supply.
In operational planning, renewable energy forecast will help identify whether the proper
conditions are foreseen to kick-off any maintenance [26].

Second, data and parameters are key for a sound adequacy assessment of Vietnam’s
power system. The development of a database centralizing all the relevant information
about renewable power plants is pivotal. With a growing share of (decentralized) renewable
generation, gathering the information in an excel file will not be sufficient [5,12].

Third, for all renewable power plants, National Load Dispatch Central (NLDC) should
have access to all measurements of generated output. Historical time series are the cor-
nerstone to derive the necessary generation profiles to assess the adequacy of genera-
tion [18,19]. The sensitivity (Scenario 4) in the study has shown that more detailed wind
profiles can influence the results when wind generation increases. These time series can be
stored in the renewable database proposed in the previous recommendation. In the same
vein, databases recording all forced and planned outages (and associated parameters like
root cause, duration, etc.) helps refine the forced and planned outage rates to be used in
the study.

Fourth, hydropower is a significant part of the Vietnamese generation fleet. A de-
tailed study should determine how hydro generation, including pump-storage, should
be dispatched with a growing share of renewable [27]. Should pump-storage store solar
energy during the day and unload it during the night? How should the hydro reservoir be
used during seasons when renewable energy varies with seasons as well? The definition of
such a hydro-dispatch strategy should be included in future adequacy study to increase its
representativeness.

Fifth, weather-dependent RES is fast-changing and the conventional fleet (including
hydro) should be able to compensate these changes to keep the system balance. The ability
of the generation fleet to react to fast changes and keep the balance of the system (i.e.,
its flexibility) should be assessed in a detailed study. The use of a dedicated generation
dispatch model would support beneficially this study, just like the hydro-strategy study
proposed in the previous recommendation.

Sixth, interconnections with neighboring countries can support the security of supply
in the country when the national generation is short. A regional cross-border interconnec-
tion study, including the parameters of the generation fleet and demand of each country,
could identify which new interconnections would be the most beneficial for security of
supply a balance volatile RES.
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Seventh, demand-side management can be developed to help covering demand in
stressed situations. In this case, demand can be decreased due to a lack of generation.
The effect of demand-management can be included in adequacy analysis. In the analysis
conducted in this study, demand-side can be simulated by an additional power plant (its
capacity is equal to the demand-side management capacity and its forced outage rage is
equal to the reliability of the demand-side management service) [12].

In-depth interviews have been used to explore strategic approach to integrating RES
into Vietnam’s power system. The results show that three major pillars should be focused
in RES integration: strategic objectives, structural reforms and system transformation
(Figure 8).

Figure 8. Suggested strategic approach to efficiently integrating RES into the power system.

Obtaining strategic objectives through energy policies: The interviews’ results empha-
size that establishing strategic objectives is a priority in overall RES development strategy
in Vietnam and it is harmonized with general strategic management process [28,29]. Fur-
thermore, strategic objectives are implied by the strategy’s vision. Hence, in this very first
phase of integrating RES into Vietnam power system, a clear vision on RES penetration
targets must be established. Since the strategic approach to incorporating RES in Vietnam
power system is closely linked to the Viet Nam’s Renewable Energy Development Strategy,
it is part of a sustainable strategic management, where all strategic management processes
are in balance with the cycles of nature [30]. As a prerequisite, to achieve the vision and
strategic objectives, it is necessary to establish energy policies focusing on the development
of RES in both the national level and the regional level. Furthermore, better and stronger
energy policies should be facilitated so that strategic objectives of integrating RES into the
power system can be achieved. This is supported by other studies of RES in the context of
Vietnam [31].

Organizing structural reforms through energy market reforms and finance and business
models reforms: The interviews’ results reveal the critical roles of attracting investors in in-
tegrating RES in the power system, which is in line with previous studies of expanding and
integrating RES in different countries [32,33]. Market openings and procurement/business
models are key for organizing structural reforms. The interviewees highlight key factors of
energy market reforms, as well as finance and business models. Given that RES integration
is putting a significant challenge to every country’s power sector [34] and that Vietnam
hopes to establish a reliable and affordable energy supply environment for all its citizens
and businesses [27], market reforms should focus on promoting independent power pro-
ducers shift to wholesale competition, offering real time prices to customers, ensuring
flexible trading and introducing a more coordinated approach to renewable energy support
schemes. In particular, it is necessary to create an electricity market that motivates the equal
competition between RES and conventional energy producers by considering renewables’
support schemes across the national borders and regional cooperation.
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Regarding reforming finance and business models, government and commercial banks
are the main sources of debt finance for RES, followed by private bank and lenders [16]. In
addition, the opening of the market, the investors’ payments can be determined by RES
incentive schemes and this is highly influenced by the costs of RES [13,27].

Increasing RES penetration by system transformation: The interviews’ results also
demonstrate that when RES penetration increases, the Vietnam power system is facing
more challenges and, thus, has to be transformed not only in terms of infrastructure, system
operations and market design. Regarding infrastructure, one of the key success factors to
a proper system transformation is a guaranteed grid connection for independent power
producers to the grid, under consideration of grid connection rules. This suggestion is also
confirmed in several previous studies [35,36].

For networks operations, the results present the significant role of forecasting RES
generation, that is also the first objective of this research. Upgrading methods for RES
generation forecasts to assess generation adequacy is again highlighted as a substantive part
of strategic approach to integrating RES in the power system. Furthermore, it is important
to develop and implement renewable control centers or renewable energy management
system tool for coordinating and dispatching of the RES. Finally, in line with infrastructure
transformation and network operations, market design that is focused on liberalization
needs to be considered for system transformation to increase RES penetration. In line with
previous research [37,38], demand side management, storage and cross-border capacity
exchanges are main market design elements that need to be focused.

6. Conclusions and Future Research

Renewable energy integration has been set as an important goal in Vietnam’s revised
PDP7. Essentially, this study contributes to sustainable energy research in two ways. First,
it provides novel findings that support renewable energy integration in the context of
Vietnam’s power system. Second, the present study is methodologically unique in its use of
both quantitative modeling approach and qualitative in-depth interview, which provides
an integrative understanding of the research topic.

By using the basic probabilistic modeling approach, the research reveals that, regard-
less of any grid constraint, the security of supply of Vietnam’s power generation fleet is not
threatened in 2025 or 2030 if maintenance is not carried out during periods of high residual
load. Furthermore, planning minor maintenance during these moments is still possible
in 2025 but not in 2030 and no major maintenance should be programed during residual
demand peak periods in both 2025 and 2030. Generation adequacy evaluation becomes
novelty in Vietnam’s RES integration context as it reveals a maintenance strategy for the
generation fleet, considering periods where maintenance is not recommended and where
maintenance is safe for the security of supply.

By in-depth interview of 25 officers/ managers at different levels (government poli-
cymakers, provincial authorities, CEOs/managers of electrical generation, transmission,
distribution firms), the research proposes an efficient strategic approach, suggesting that
three major pillars should be considered to ensure the success of RES integration. These
pillars include strategic objectives, structural reforms and system transformation. This
qualitative information and these fresh insights complement pure technical analysis in the
development of policies and plans for effective RES integration.

This research has some limitations that suggest further research directions. First, the
methodology used in generation adequacy assessment is only valid for long-term studies,
when the schedule of maintenance is not yet known. The maintenance is introduced in the
methodology in a probabilistic way to include this uncertainty in the analysis. At shorter
terms (e.g., year-ahead, month-ahead or week-ahead), the same methodology can be
applied to assess the security of supply at those time horizons. However, the maintenance
programs are known and should not be included in a probabilistic way. Second, the
proposed strategic approach for efficiently integrating RES into the current Vietnam’s
power system is just an initial approach. Hence, future studies should be conducted to
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to develop more comprehensive strategies for sustainable development of RES in the
power system.
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